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Bruce Lee Exhibit Series Continues with All-New Part 4 - A Dragon Lives Here Opens Mar 10

“All great men have beginnings and this is what Bruce Lee’s looked like.” – Shannon Lee, daughter of Bruce Lee

Seattle, WA: Building on our popular Do You Know Bruce? exhibit series, A Dragon Lives Here hones in on Bruce Lee’s Seattle roots and the fact that Seattle, now known as a city for innovation, technology and entrepreneurs, also played a key role in shaping Bruce Lee and his groundbreaking approach.

Before his success, Bruce spent formative years in Seattle – learning English, meeting his future wife Linda, and establishing his first martial arts studio. He called Seattle home, and he and Linda even spoke of spending their retirement here one day.

In this exhibit, retrace Seattle locales special to him – some still around, and others no longer in existence:
- First Hill where he first got his start at Ruby Chow’s Restaurant
- Chinatown-International District where he connected with community and his heritage
- Lake Washington where he found inspiration in nature
- University District where he honed his martial art and philosophy

The exhibit also features a new digital interactive where visitors can track their hand movement inspired by Bruce Lee’s philosophy, an intro video with stand-up comedian/host of CNN’s United Shades of America Kamau Bell, and essays from guest writers (daughter Shannon Lee; local writers - Rich Stolz of OneAmerica, Cynthia Brothers, founder of Vanishing Seattle, Florangela Davila from Crosscut, and Geo Quibuyen of Blue Scholars; and national blogger Phil Yu aka Angry Asian Man). You’ll also have a chance to see rare memorabilia highlighting Bruce’s Seattle-based friendship with best friend Taky Kimura.

Bruce Lee continues to inspire today through his legacy and in many ways, has become what Seattle is all about. The story of Bruce Lee is yet one more story of Seattle innovation and creativity.

Exhibit Lead Sponsor: Delta Air Lines. Bruce Lee’s Chinatown tours, which include exhibit admission and a meal at Bruce Lee’s regular restaurant hangout, restart on March 10.

About the Bruce Lee Exhibition Series: The Do You Know Bruce? exhibition series at the Wing Luke Museum provides fresh and untold perspectives on Bruce Lee’s life and his connection to Seattle. Developed in partnership with Bruce Lee’s wife and daughter and the Bruce Lee Foundation, it is the only interactive exhibition, outside of Hong Kong, about Bruce Lee. Featuring personal family items and memorabilia, the exhibition series give both an intimate and wide angle approach to detailing his personal philosophy as well as the external influences and circumstances that helped shaped his journey from a young student in Seattle to a global icon who continues to inspire millions.

For more info, visit doyouknowbruce.com.